Tuesdays 8 – 9 a.m.
Theatre B
Basic Medical Sciences Building
Bannatyne Campus

Internal Medicine Grand Rounds are linked to:
- St. Boniface Hospital NG002
- Grace Hospital (Bill Larson Lecture Hall)
- Concordia Hospital (Lecture Room #1, Ground floor)
- Riverview Health Centre (Classroom E)
- Other urban and rural sites

Oct. 1st GRAND ROUNDS - CANCELLED

Oct. 8th GRAND ROUNDS - CANCELLED

Oct. 15
Recent Findings in Early Cancer Diagnosis – Focus on Manitoba Contributions

Andrew Maksymiuk, MD FRCP(C)
Medical Oncologist CancerCare Manitoba
Professor – University of Manitoba

and

Daniel S. Sitar, BScPharm, MSc, PhD, FCP, FGSA
Professor Emeritus – University of Manitoba

Oct. 22
BUG DAY

Oct. 29
TOPIC TO BE ANNOUNCED
Section of Neurology

Anthony E Lang, OC, MD, FRCPC, FAAN, FCAHS, FRSC
Professor - University of Toronto
Jack Clark Chair for Parkinson’s Disease Research

This series is a self-approved group learning Activity (Section 1) as defined by the Maintenance of Certification Program (MOCOMP) of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, and approved for 1 hour Section 1 credits